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who was rama myth or historical hero agniveer - we present an insightful article by eminent scholar of vedas and history
sri rajveer arya aryarajveer gmail com written three years ago on the issue of sri rama being a myth or a historical legend,
summarising religion and atheism the atheist blog - comments there are 131 responses so far view them below and add
your own using the form at the bottom of the page click on the reply button in order to respond directly to a comment, where
does neanderthal fit in the bible genesis and - wow that was nothing more than a theory but i advise the author to keep
his understanding open all humans except for descendants of africa have neanderthal dna so his theory does not fit cause
the location of the bible is in africa the next thing is that we have known about the neanderthal in the bible for ages but didn t
have dna proof til the fossils discovery the neanderthal esau was the, logically disproving the christian god the atheist
blog - after the suggestion in one of this site s comments stating that it required more faith to be an atheist than a theist
because the non existence of a deity can never be proven i thought it would be fun to see if we can logically disprove the
existence of god, science of genetics behind the hindu gotra system the y - this article is merely an attempt to find the
scientific reasoning behind the origins of the ancient gotra system and in no way endorses its imposition in the modern
hindu society to decide marriages or other things, how the world s most notorious atheist changed his mind - editor s
note for the last half of the twentieth century antony flew 1923 2010 was the world s most famous atheist long before richard
dawkins christopher hitchens and sam harris began taking swipes at religion flew was the preeminent spokesman for
unbelief, what vedas say about the age of the universe hitxp by - thanks to the blog visitor who invoked enough curiosity
in me to crack down the age of the universe according to the vedas here is the result of the research i did over the internet
and dug up through some text material i had to find the accurate meaning of time measurements specified in the vedas,
herbert w armstrong resource library magazine - subject title mag date 0 ad christianity and the new millennium no zero
ad pt jan 94 0 ad daniel 9 proves jesus is the christ no zero ad gn dec 65 10 commandments religion the word of god pt feb
93 10 virgins q explain the parable of the 10 virgins pt jan 68 10 virgins q in parable of the 10 virgins does oil represent the
holy spirit pt feb 94 144 000 is a world dictator about to appear, deeper insights into the resurrection of lazarus part 1 one of the most important principles of biblical interpretation is to keep in mind the context of what you re trying to interpret
but often this results only in attention being given to the grammatical context, william lane craig s debates reviews
atheism is just - william lane craig is a prolific christian philosopher apologist author and public debater he is the best
debater on any topic that i ve ever heard as far as i can tell he has won nearly all his debates with atheists when debating
him atheists have consistently failed to put forward solid arguments and consistently failed to point out the flaws in craig s
arguments, no big bang quantum equation predicts universe has no - this is an artist s concept of the metric expansion
of space where space including hypothetical non observable portions of the universe is represented at each time by the
circular sections, why did god give man a free will if he knew we ll just use - this is a question thrown by people who
would like to sway others to believe that there is no god this question is the relative of the question if there is a loving god
then why are there so many evil in this world, why are americans so stupid and proud of it - this story was updated nov 9
2016 ed anewdomain americans are dumb that s what people say especially non american people but lots of americans
think that americans are stupid too, difference between islam and buddhism difference between - islam vs buddhism
when it comes to some of the major religions in the world a lot of people are skeptical or even fearful of something that they
do not know a lot about here we will try to do away with some of the most common misconceptions regarding the two most
common religions in the world islam and buddhism, how old is the world what is the age of the universe - how old is the
world ancient commentators propose that the world may be simultaneously young and old one of the most obvious
perceived contradictions between torah and science is the age of the universe is it billions of years old like scientific data or
is it thousands of years like biblical, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns out
silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux
created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you ll get back
words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest, 25 things i wish i knew before moving to san francisco - lots of homeless
beggars and crackheads this is definitely part of the uglier side of san francisco unfortunately the worst parts of the city for
crime are the tenderloin and civic center as well as some areas of western addition and the mission which are right in the
middle of the city
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